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The Handbook on the Economics of Conflict conveys
how economics can contribute to the understanding of
conflict in its various dimensions embracing world wars,
regional conflicts, terrorism and the role of peacekeeping
in conflict prevention. The economics of conflict is a
relatively new branch of the discipline of economics.
Conflict provides opportunities for applying game theory
involving strategic behaviour, interactions and
interdependence betweenadversaries. The Handbook
demonstrates that conflict and its prevention is costly; it
considers new dimensions such as ethnic cleansing,
destructive power, terrorism, corruption, the impact of
new technology, peacekeeping, the role of economists in
defence ministries and the use of privatecontractors in
conflict.
This Handbook brings together contributions from
leading scholars who take an economic perspective to
study peace and conflict. Some chapters are largely
empirical, exploring the correlates and quantifying the
costs of conflict. Others are more theoretical, examining
the mechanisms that lead to war or are more conducive
to peace.
The Handbook on the Economics of Giving, Reciprocity
and Altruism provides a comprehensive set of reviews of
literature on the economics of nonmarket voluntary
transfers. The foundations of the field are reviewed first,
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with a sequence of chapters that present the hard core of
the theoretical and empirical analyses of giving,
reciprocity and altruism in economics, examining their
relations with the viewpoints of moral philosophy,
psychology, sociobiology, sociology and economic
anthropology. Secondly, a comprehensive set of
applications are considered of all the aspects of society
where nonmarket voluntary transfers are significant:
family and intergenerational transfers; charity and
charitable institutions; the nonprofit economy;
interpersonal relations in the workplace; the Welfare
State; and international aid. *Every volume contains
contributions from leading researchers *Each Handbook
presents an accurate, self-contained survey of a
particular topic *The series provides comprehensive and
accessible surveys
This interdisciplinary Handbook combines both
mainstream and heterodox economics to assess the
nature, scope and importance of leisure activities.
Surprisingly, the field of leisure economics is not, thus
far, a particularly integrated or coherent one. In this
Handbook a wide ranging body of international scholars
get to grips with the core issues, taking in the traditional
income/leisure choice model of textbook microeconomics
and Becker's allocation of time model along the way.
They expertly apply economics to some usually
neglected topics, such as boredom and sleeping,
work–life balance, dating, tourism, health and fitness,
sport, video games, social networking, music festivals
and sex. Contributions from further afield by Veblen,
Sctivosky and Bourdieu also feature prominently.
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Applying a mix of both theoretical and empirical data,
undergraduate students in modules on sport/leisure
economics as well as sport/leisure management will find
this important resource invaluable.
This volume pulls together a remarkable collection of
contributors designed to challenge the positive-normative
dichotomy in economic methodology. . . The intent of this
publication is to provide a reference manual for those
seeking insights into the connections between
economics and ethics. It succeeds in that goal and
should become a starting point for anyone who believes
that mainstream economics needs methodological
reorientation. . . Anyone interested in ethics and
economic methodology would do well to have this
reference book handy. Highly recommended. J.
Halteman, Choice This new Handbook of Economics and
Ethics makes a substantial contribution as a wideranging up-to-date reference work, including original
developments, on these two fundamentally
interconnected fields. This contribution is particularly
timely, given the increasing attention being paid to
economics as a moral science. The Handbook contains
seventy-five expert entries on subjects ranging from the
history of economics and philosophy to conceptual
analysis of ethics in various aspects of modern
economics, while representing a diversity of views.
Sheila Dow, University of Stirling, UK The Handbook of
Economics and Ethics portrays an understanding of
economic methodology in which facts and values, though
distinct, are closely interconnected in a variety of ways.
From theory building to data collection, and from
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modelling to policy evaluation, this encyclopaedic
Handbook is at the intersection of economics and ethics.
Irene van Staveren and Jan Peil bring together 75
unique and original papers to provide up-to-date insights
on topics such as markets, globalization, human
development, rationality, efficiency, and corporate social
responsibility. The book presents contributions from an
array of international scholars using methodological and
theoretical approaches, and convincingly demonstrates
the death of the positive/normative dichotomy that so
long held economics in its grip. This invaluable resource
will strongly appeal to students of economics and
economic methodology, philosophy of science and
ethics. It will also be of great benefit to academics and
policy-makers involved in economic policies and ethics.
Media industries and services present a complex set of
challenges to economic analysis: challenges made more
difficult by the technological changes that have been
transforming the media sector. Research on the
economics of media has made major advances
The Oxford Handbook of the Economics of Networks
represents the frontier of research into how and why
networks they form, how they influence behavior, how
they help govern outcomes in an interactive world, and
how they shape collective decision making, opinion
formation, and diffusion dynamics. From a
methodological perspective, the contributors to this
volume devote attention to theory, field experiments,
laboratory experiments, and econometrics. Theoretical
work in network formation, games played on networks,
repeated games, and the interaction between linking and
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behavior is synthesized. A number of chapters are
devoted to studying social process mediated by
networks. Topics here include opinion formation,
diffusion of information and disease, and learning. There
are also chapters devoted to financial contagion and
systemic risk, motivated in part by the recent financial
crises. Another section discusses communities, with
applications including social trust, favor exchange, and
social collateral; the importance of communities for
migration patterns; and the role that networks and
communities play in the labor market. A prominent role of
networks, from an economic perspective, is that they
mediate trade. Several chapters cover bilateral trade in
networks, strategic intermediation, and the role of
networks in international trade. Contributions discuss as
well the role of networks for organizations. On the one
hand, one chapter discusses the role of networks for the
performance of organizations, while two other chapters
discuss managing networks of consumers and pricing in
the presence of network-based spillovers. Finally, the
authors discuss the internet as a network with attention
to the issue of net neutrality.
In this comprehensive Handbook, John Goddard and
Peter Sloane present a collection of analytical
contributions by internationally regarded scholars in the
field, which extensively examine the many economic
challenges facing the world's most popular

The Handbook of Historical Economics guides
students and researchers through a quantitative
economic history that uses fully up-to-date
econometric methods. The book's coverage of
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statistics applied to the social sciences makes it
invaluable to a broad readership. As new sources
and applications of data in every economic field are
enabling economists to ask and answer new
fundamental questions, this book presents an up-todate reference on the topics at hand. Provides an
historical outline of the two cliometric revolutions,
highlighting the similarities and the differences
between the two Surveys the issues and principal
results of the "second cliometric revolution" Explores
innovations in formulating hypotheses and statistical
testing, relating them to wider trends in data-driven,
empirical economics
What new theories, evidence, and policies have
shaped health economics in the 21st century?
Editors Mark Pauly, Thomas McGuire, and Pedro
Pita Barros assemble the expertise of leading
authorities in this survey of substantive issues. In 16
chapters they cover recent developments in health
economics, from medical spending growth to the
demand for health care, the markets for
pharmaceutical products, the medical workforce, and
equity in health and health care. Its global
perspective, including an emphasis on low and
middle-income countries, will result in the same high
citations that made Volume 1 (2000) a foundational
text. Presents coherent summaries of major subjects
and methodologies, marking important advances
and revisions. Serves as a frequently used nonPage 6/26
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journal reference. Introduces non-economists to the
best research in health economics.
In the 11 articles in this first of two parts, top
scholars summarize and analyze recent scholarship
in corporate finance. Covering subjects from
corporate taxes to behavioral corporate finance and
econometric issues, their articles reveal how
specializations resonate with each other and indicate
likely directions for future research. By including both
established and emerging topics, Volume 2 will have
the same long shelf life and high citations that
characterize Volume 1 (2003). Presents coherent
summaries of major finance fields, marking important
advances and revisions Describes the best
corporate finance research created about the 2008
financial crises Exposes readers to a wide range of
subjects described and analyzed by the best
scholars
Tourism economics is a rapidly expanding field of
research and interest in the subject has been
growing steadily over the past decade. As a field of
study it is one of the small band of areas, such as
energy and transport economics, that draws on, and
applies, developments in general economics. This
highly accessible and comprehensive Handbook
presents a cutting edge discussion of the state of
tourism economics and its likely directions in future
research. Leading researchers in the field explore a
wide range of topics including: demand and
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forecasting, supply, transport, taxation and
infrastructure, evaluation and application for policymaking. Each chapter includes a discussion of its
relevance and importance to the tourism economics
literature, an overview of its main contributions and
themes, a critical evaluation of existing literature and
an outline of issues for further conceptual and
applied research. Larry Dwyer and Peter Forsyth
have assembled a fascinating Handbook that will be
an invaluable and much welcomed reference book
for tourism economics scholars and researchers at
all levels of academe. General economics scholars
will also find much to engage them within the book.
The Handbook of the Economics of Corporate
GovernanceElsevier
This volume emphasizes the economic aspects of
art and culture, a relatively new field that poses
inherent problems for economics, with its
quantitative concepts and tools. Building bridges
across disciplines such as management, art history,
art philosophy, sociology, and law, editors Victor
Ginsburgh and David Throsby assemble chapters
that yield new perspectives on the supply and
demand for artistic services, the contribution of the
arts sector to the economy, and the roles that public
policies play. With its focus on culture rather than the
arts, Ginsburgh and Throsby bring new clarity and
definition to this rapidly growing area. Presents
coherent summaries of major research in art and
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culture, a field that is inherently difficult to
characterize with finance tools and concepts Offers a
rigorous description that avoids common problems
associated with art and culture scholarship Makes
details about the economics of art and culture
accessible to scholars in fields outside economics
This handbook is a definitive source of path-breaking
research on the economics of gambling. It is divided
into sections on casinos, sports betting, horserace
betting, betting strategy motivation, behaviour and
decision-making in betting markets prediction
markets and political betting, and lotteries and
gambling machines.
. . . is a voluminous and timely collection of 18
essays that addresses a number of core issues on
the economics of education. . . An exhaustive survey
of the literature on the role of universities as multiproduct firms at various levels and disciplines
identifies the nature of the economies of scope and
scale. This enriches the volume further. Economic
Analysis & Policy . . . the endeavour of bringing
together very knowledgeable contributors, including
some of the leading contributors to the literature in
the UK and beyond, to write a handbook on the
economics of education is highly appreciated. The
Handbook contains 18 substantive chapters,
encapsulated by a brief introduction and an
extensive and a very useful index. . . the Handbook
should be praised as a useful overview of the field of
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economics of education as it stands today. Ludger
Wößmann, Economic Issues This major Handbook
comprehensively surveys the rapidly growing field of
the economics of education. It is unique in that it
comprises original contributions on an exceptional
range of topics from a review of human capital,
signalling and screening models, to consideration of
issues such as educational externalities and
economic growth, funding models, determinants of
educational success, the educational production
function, educational standards and efficiency
measurement. Labour market issues such as the
market for teachers and the transition of students
from school to work are also explored. The
International Handbook on the Economics of
Education will be warmly welcomed by academic
economists, educational researchers and
practitioners in educational management as well as
policymakers. Comprising specially commissioned
articles, the Handbook will become indispensable
reference for this ever topical field of study.
Focusing on issues of vital importance to those seeking to
understand and reform the tort system, this volume takes a
multi-disciplinary approach, including theoretical economic
analysis, empirical analysis, socio-economic analysis, and
behavioral anal
This Handbook examines poverty measurement, anti-poverty
policy and programs, and poverty theory from the perspective
of economics. It is written in a highly accessible style that
encourages critical thinking about poverty. What's known
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about the sources of poverty and its alleviation are
summarized and conventional thinking about poverty is
challenged.
The recent era of economic turbulence has generated a
growing enthusiasm for an increase in new and original
economic insights based around the concepts of reciprocity
and social enterprise. This stimulating and thought-provoking
Handbook not only encourages and supports this growth, but
also emphasises and expands upon new topics and issues
within the economics discourse. Original contributions from
key international experts acknowledge and illustrate that
markets and firms can be civilizing forces when and if they
are understood as expressions of cooperation and civil
virtues. They provide an illuminating discourse on a wide
range of topics including reciprocity, gifts and the civil
economy, which are especially relevant in times of crisis for
financial capitalism. The Handbook questions the current
phase of the market economy that arises from a state of
anthropological pessimism. Such anthropological cynicism is
one of the foundations of the contemporary economic system
that is challenged by the contributors. This highly original and
interdisciplinary Handbook will provide a fascinating read for
academics, researchers and students across a wide range of
fields including economics, public sector economics, public
policy and social policy.
This volume examines the economics of the
biopharmaceutical industry, with eighteen chapters by health
economists.
This Handbook explores and critically examines current
research in economics and marketing science on key issues
in retailing and distribution. Providing a rich perspective for
the discussion of public policy, contributions from several
disciplines and continents range from the history of chains
and the impact of multinational retailers on international trade
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patterns to US merger policy in the retail context, the rise of
the Internet, and consumer-to-consumer sales. The chapters
address methodological issues such as the structural
estimation of entry games between retailers, productivity
measurement when both inputs and output are not fully
observable, and demand estimation with variable assortment.
Policy issues explored include mergers, zoning, and the
regulation of buyer power, while other chapters address some
of the recent exciting developments in technology, retail
formats, and data availability. The book goes on to study the
changes in online retailing and ‘big data’, and to examine
competition in specific retail sectors including gasoline
stations, automobile dealerships, supermarkets, and ‘big
box’ retail. This state-of-the-art Handbook is an essential
reference for students and academics of economics and
marketing science, and offers an outsider’s perspective to
specialists in operations research, data analytics, geography,
and sociology.
The economic literature on international migration interests
policymakers as well as academics throughout the social
sciences. These volumes, the first of a new subseries in the
Handbooks in Economics, describe and analyze scholarship
created since the inception of serious attention began in the
late 1970s. This literature appears in the general economics
journals, in various field journals in economics (especially, but
not exclusively, those covering labor market and human
resource issues), in interdisciplinary immigration journals, and
in papers by economists published in journals associated with
history, sociology, political science, demography, and
linguistics, among others. Covers a range of topics from labor
market outcomes and fiscal consequences to the effects of
international migration on the level and distribution of income
– and everything in between. Encompasses a wide range of
topics related to migration and is multidisciplinary in some
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aspects, which is crucial on the topic of migration Appeals to
a large community of scholars interested in this topic and for
whom no overviews or summaries exist
Handbook of the Economics of Marketing, Volume One:
Marketing and Economics mixes empirical work in industrial
organization with quantitative marketing tools, presenting
tactics that help researchers tackle problems with a balance
of intuition and skepticism. It offers critical perspectives on
theoretical work within economics, delivering a
comprehensive, critical, up-to-date, and accessible review of
the field that has always been missing. This literature
summary of research at the intersection of economics and
marketing is written by, and for, economists, and the book's
authors share a belief in analytical and integrated approaches
to marketing, emphasizing data-driven, result-oriented,
pragmatic strategies. Helps academic and non-academic
economists understand recent, rapid changes in the
economics of marketing Designed for economists already
convinced of the benefits of applying economics tools to
marketing Written for those who wish to become quickly
acquainted with the integration of marketing and economics
In even the most market-oriented economies, most economic
transactions occur not in markets but inside managed
organizations, particularly business firms. Organizational
economics seeks to understand the nature and workings of
such organizations and their impact on economic
performance. This landmark book assembles the leading
figures in organizational economics to present the first
comprehensive view of both the current state of research in
this fast-emerging field and where it might be headed. The
Handbook of Organizational Economics surveys the major
theories, evidence, and methods used in the field. It displays
the breadth of topics in organizational economics, including
the roles of individuals and groups in organizations,
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organizational structures and processes, the boundaries of
the firm, contracts between and within firms, and more. The
defining book on the subject, The Handbook of
Organizational Economics is essential reading for
researchers and students looking to understand this
emerging field in economics. Presents the first
comprehensive treatment of organizational economics
Features contributions by leaders in the field Unifies and
extends existing literatures Describes theoretical and
empirical methods used today

The editors should be commended for taking on
such a big task, and succeeding so well. This book
should be in the library of every institution where
students have to write a paper that may be related to
sport, or on the shelf of any lecturer teaching
economics or public finance who has even a remote
interest in sport. The material is very accessible, and
useful in many different settings. Ruud H. Koning,
Jahrbücher f. Nationalökonomie u. Statistik Edward
Elgar s brilliant market niche is identifying a topic in
economics, finding editors who know the area
backwards and challenging them to assemble the
best cross-section of relevant articles either already
published or newly commissioned. Handbook on the
Economics of Sport is Edward Elgar at its very best.
If you love economics you ll find many fascinating
insights here; if you love sport but know little
economics then this book is mostly accessible and
will teach you a lot; and if you are a sports-mad
economist then you will be in hog heaven.
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Furthermore, if, like this reviewer, you are broadly
very sceptical about the reports consultants produce
for governments on the supposed economic windfall
from hosting a big event or subsidising a stadium
then you will get a lot of good counter-arguments in
this volume. Indeed there are several chapters on
the above theme that I m sure I ll be copying
frequently to government officials in years to come. .
. The demand for sport is a fascinating subject and it
is hard to pick out just one chapter from the second
section. Read them all they make a wonderful
65-page treat. . . Part VI was a real feast, a
smorgasbord. . . This is a magnificent piece of work
and the 36-page index rounds it all off splendidly.
John Blundell, Economic Affairs The book covers the
most important areas of research of an emerging
economic sub-discipline spanning the past half a
century. It serves admirably the purpose of an
introduction into the rich and growing area of
reflection for all concerned. . . the editors and
authors of the Handbook have done a commendable
job of accumulating sophisticated material for many
economists, managers, politicians and selfconscious fans, who are sure to find excellent
training ground for the whole heptathlon. . . This
book will be invaluable for advanced students
investigating professional sport. From the point of
view of lawyers, particularly those engaged with the
relationship between law and sports governance, the
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Handbook offers invaluable analysis of the economic
issues that are alluded to in those debates but rarely
examined in detail. . . These insights will also prove
useful for policy analysts and sports administrators
for whom many sections should be considered
mandatory reading. Aleksander Sulejewicz, Journal
of Contemporary European Research Over 800
pages on the economics of sport. What a feast!
What a treat! The editors have done a wonderful job
both in terms of breadth from David Beckham to
child labour in Pakistan and depth, tournaments and
luxury taxes for example. . . The 86 chapters are
uniformly of a very high standard and illuminating.
And there are real gems in some of the
contributions. British Journal on the Economics of
Sport This very interesting and comprehensive book
achieves its objective, namely to present an
overview of research in sports economics at an
introductory level. . . [The editors] have produced an
excellent reference book that belongs in all
academic institutions libraries. It provides extensive
introduction to the growing body of literature in the
rising field of economics of sport. The book s
relevant monographs should be read by institutions,
cities and countries prior to their committing major
resources towards sports facilities or a sporting
event. James Angresano, Journal of Sports
Economics One could think of this book as the
sports-and-economics counterpart to Joy of Cooking,
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because it will satisfy the needs of those with a keen
interest in such subjects as the
This is a one-of-kind volume bringing together
leading scholars in the economics of religion for the
first time. The treatment of topics is interdisciplinary,
comparative, as well as global in nature. Scholars
apply the economics of religion approach to
contemporary issues such as immigrants in the
United States and ask historical questions such as
why did Judaism as a religion promote investment in
education? The economics of religion applies
economic concepts (for example, supply and
demand) and models of the market to the study of
religion. Advocates of the economics of religion
approach look at ways in which the religion market
influences individual choices as well as institutional
development. For example, economists would argue
that when a large denomination declines, the religion
is not supplying the right kind of religious good that
appeals to the faithful. Like firms, religions compete
and supply goods. The economics of religion
approach using rational choice theory, assumes that
all human beings, regardless of their cultural context,
their socio-economic situation, act rationally to
further his/her ends. The wide-ranging topics show
the depth and breadth of the approach to the study
of religion.
The Routledge Handbook of the Economics of
Knowledge provides a comprehensive framework to
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integrate the advancements over the last 20 years in
the analysis of technological knowledge as an
economic good, and in the static and dynamic
characteristics of its generation process. There is a
growing consensus in the field of economics that
knowledge, technological knowledge in particular, is
one of the most relevant resources of wealth, yet it is
one of the most difficult and complex activities to
understand or even to conceptualize. The economics
of knowledge is an emerging field that explores the
generation, exploitation, and dissemination of
technological knowledge. Technological knowledge
cannot any longer be regarded as a homogenous
good that stems from standardized generation
processes. Quite the opposite, technological
knowledge appears more and more to be a basket of
heterogeneous items, resources, and even
experiences. All of these sources, which are both
internal and external to the firm, are complementary,
as is the interplay between a bottom-up and topdown generation processes. In this context, the
interactions between the public research system,
private research laboratories, and various networks
of learning processes, within and among firms, play
a major role in the creation of technological
knowledge. In this Handbook special attention is
given to the relationship among technological
knowledge and both upstream scientific knowledge
and related downstream resources. By addressing
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the antecedents and consequences of technological
knowledge from both an upstream and downstream
perspective, this Handbook will become an
indispensable tool for scholars and practitioners
aiming to master the generation and the use of
technological knowledge.
The need to understand the theories and
applications of economic and finance risk has been
clear to everyone since the financial crisis, and this
collection of original essays proffers broad, highlevel explanations of risk and uncertainty. The
economics of risk and uncertainty is unlike most
branches of economics in spanning from the
individual decision-maker to the market (and indeed,
social decisions), and ranging from purely theoretical
analysis through individual experimentation,
empirical analysis, and applied and policy decisions.
It also has close and sometimes conflicting
relationships with theoretical and applied statistics,
and psychology. The aim of this volume is to provide
an overview of diverse aspects of this field, ranging
from classical and foundational work through current
developments. Presents coherent summaries of risk
and uncertainty that inform major areas in
economics and finance Divides coverage between
theoretical, empirical, and experimental findings
Makes the economics of risk and uncertainty
accessible to scholars in fields outside economics
As an essential component for economic growth,
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energy has a significant impact on the global
economy. The need to meet growing energy demand
has prompted cutting-edge innovation in clean
technology in an attempt to realise environmental
and cost objectives, whilst ensuring the security of
energy supply. This Handbook offers a
comprehensive review of the economics of energy,
including contributions from a distinguished array of
international specialists. It provides a thorough
discussion of the major research issues in this
topical field of economics. Themes addressed
include the theory of energy supply, demand and
policy, empirical modelling of energy demand,
holistic energy models, an analysis of coal, gas,
electricity, oil and the markets within which they
operate, and a discussion of the current key energy
policy issues. The topics of pricing, transmission,
regulation, security, energy efficiency, new
technologies and climate change are also discussed.
The International Handbook on the Economics of
Energy presents a comprehensive overview of the
state-of-the-art research making it an indispensable
reference for researchers, advanced students,
practitioners and policy-makers alike.
Those not learned in the economic arts believe that
economics is either solely or essentially concerned
with commercial relations. And, so it was, originally.
Then, in the second half of the 20th century,
economists began applying their minimalist but
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sturdy tools to other human activities such as
marriage, child-bearing, crime, religion and social
groups. In this spirit, the Research Handbook on the
Economics of Family Law gives us a series of
original essays by distinguished scholars in
economics, law or both. The essays represent a
variety of approaches to the field. Many contain
extensive surveys of the literature with respect to the
particular question they address. Some employ
empirical economics, others are more narrowly legal.
They have in common one thing: each scholar
employs a core economic tool or insight to shed light
on some aspect of family law and social institutions
broadly understood. Topics covered include: divorce,
child support, infant feeding, abortion access,
prostitution, the decline in marriage, birth control and
incentives for partnering. This comprehensive and
enlightening volume will be a valuable reference for
those interested in law and economics generally and
family law in particular.
The Handbook of the Economics of Corporate
Governance, Volume One, covers all issues
important to economists. It is organized around
fundamental principles, whereas multidisciplinary
books on corporate governance often concentrate on
specific topics. Specific topics include Relevant
Theory and Methods, Organizational Economic
Models as They Pertain to Governance, Managerial
Career Concerns, Assessment & Monitoring, and
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Signal Jamming, The Institutions and Practice of
Governance, The Law and Economics of
Governance, Takeovers, Buyouts, and the Market
for Control, Executive Compensation, Dominant
Shareholders, and more. Providing excellent
overviews and summaries of extant research, this
book presents advanced students in graduate
programs with details and perspectives that other
books overlook. Concentrates on underlying
principles that change little, even as the empirical
literature moves on Helps readers see corporate
governance systems as interrelated or even
intertwined external (country-level) and internal (firmlevel) forces Reviews the methodological tools of the
field (theory and empirical), the most relevant
models, and the field’s substantive findings, all of
which help point the way forward
The 12 articles in this second of two parts condense
recent advances on investment vehicles,
performance measurement and evaluation, and risk
management into a coherent springboard for future
research. Written by world leaders in asset pricing
research, they present scholarship about the 2008
financial crisis in contexts that highlight both
continuity and divergence in research. For those who
seek authoritative perspectives and important
details, this volume shows how the boundaries of
asset pricing have expanded and at the same time
have grown sharper and more inclusive. Offers
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analyses by top scholars of recent asset pricing
scholarship Explains how the 2008 financial crises
affected theoretical and empirical research Covers
core and newly developing fields
"A study of the economics of sex work"-One might mistakenly think that the long tradition of economic
analysis in antitrust law would mean there is little new to say.
Yet the field is surprisingly dynamic and changing. The
specially commissioned chapters in this landmark volume
offer a rigorous analysis of the field's most current and
contentious issues. Focusing on those areas of antitrust
economics that are most in flux, leading scholars discuss
topics such as: mergers that create unilateral effects or
eliminate potential competition; whether market definition is
necessary; tying, bundled discounts, and loyalty discounts; a
new theory of predatory pricing; assessing vertical price-fixing
after Leegin; proving horizontal agreements after Twombly;
modern analysis of monopsony power; the economics of
antitrust enforcement; international antitrust issues; antitrust
in regulated industries; the antitrust-patent intersection; and
modern methods for measuring antitrust damages. Students
and scholars of law and economics, law practitioners,
regulators, and economists with an interest in industrial
organization and consulting will find this seminal Handbook
an essential and informative resource.
A guide to the continually evolving field of labour economics.
This two-volume set of 23 articles authoritatively describes
recent scholarship in corporate finance and asset pricing.
Volume 1 concentrates on corporate finance, encompassing
topics such as financial innovation and securitization,
dynamic security design, and family firms. Volume 2 focuses
on asset pricing with articles on market liquidity, credit
derivatives, and asset pricing theory, among others. Both
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volumes present scholarship about the 2008 financial crisis in
contexts that highlight both continuity and divergence in
research. For those who seek insightful perspectives and
important details, they demonstrate how corporate finance
studies have interpreted recent events and incorporated their
lessons. Covers core and newly-developing fields Explains
how the 2008 financial crises affected theoretical and
empirical research Exposes readers to a wide range of
subjects described and analyzed by the best scholars
Handbook of the Economics of Population Aging synthesizes
the economic literature on aging and the subjects associated
with it, including social insurance and healthcare costs, both
of which are of interest to policymakers and academics.
These volumes, the first of a new subseries in the Handbooks
in Economics, describe and analyze scholarship created
since the inception of serious attention began in the late
1970s, including information from general economics
journals, from various field journals in economics, especially,
but not exclusively, those covering labor markets and human
resource issues, from interdisciplinary social science and life
science journals, and from papers by economists published in
journals associated with gerontology, history, sociology,
political science, and demography, amongst others. Dissolves
the barriers between policymakers and scholars by
presenting comprehensive portraits of social and theoretical
issues Synthesizes valuable data on the topic from a variety
of journals dating back to the late 1970s in a convenient,
comprehensive resource Presents diverse perspectives on
subjects that can be closely associated with national and
regional concerns Offers comprehensive, critical reviews and
expositions of the essential aspects of the economics of
population aging
ÔVolume Two of the International Handbook on the
Economics of Corruption presents a comprehensive, detailed,
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and in-depth analysis of corruption as well as its economic
and policy implications. . . It will be a valuable resource not
only for experts and students of corruption studies, but also
for public officials, NGO employees, and scholars of
economic and political development throughout the world.Õ Ð
Ararat L. Osipian, Journal of Economic Issues A companion
volume to the International Handbook on the Economics of
Corruption published in 2006, the specially commissioned
papers in Volume Two present some of the best policyoriented research in the field. They stress the institutional
roots of corruption and include new research on topics
ranging from corruption in regulation and procurement to vote
buying and private firm payoffs. Understanding the
consequences of corrupt transactions requires one to know
what is being bought with a bribe and how the behavior of
public and private actors has been affected. The contributors
therefore emphasize how the economic analysis of corruption
must take account of the broader context within which bribery
and self-dealing operate. Several chapters offer new
approaches to empirical research on corruption that range
from individual-level data to the macro-economy. Chapters
with an explicit policy focus deal with the efficacy of anticorruption agencies, multi-stakeholder initiatives, red flag
warning systems and international conventions. This cuttingedge work will be an unmatched resource for scholars and
students of corruption, professionals in international aid and
finance organizations, and scholars and professionals with
more general interests in economic and political development.
'Whether you're looking for economic realities expressed
through mathematical formulae, classical history, Immanuel
Kant's ethics, or sustainable development, there's something
here for you. . . I suggest that you read it.' - Citizen's Income
Economists examine the genesis of technological change and
the ways we commercialize and diffuse it. The economics of
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property rights and patents, in addition to industry
applications, are also surveyed through literature reviews and
predictions about fruitful research directions. Two volumes,
available as a set or sold separately Expert articles consider
the best ways to establish optimal incentives in technological
progress Science and innovation, both their theories and
applications, are examined at the intersections of the
marketplace, policy, and social welfare Economists are only
part of an audience that includes attorneys, educators, and
anyone involved in new technologies
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